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Abstract 
 

This research involves design and simulation of GaussianFSK transmitter in UHF band using direct modulation of 

ΣΔ  fractional-N synthesizer with the following specifications:  

Frequency range (869.9– 900.4) MHz, data rate 150kbps, channel spacing (500 kHz), Switching time 1 µs, & phase 

noise @10 kHz = -85dBc. 

New circuit techniques have been sought to allow increased integration of radio transmitters and receivers, along 

with new radio architectures that take advantage of such techniques. Characteristics such as low power operation, small 
size, and low cost have become the dominant design criteria by which these systems are judged. 

A direct modulation by ΣΔ  fractional-N synthesizer is proposed in this research, because this approach provides the 

required characteristics such as low power. The Σ∆ modulator placed on digital phase-locked loop to control the 

fractional value of the frequency division ratio thereby eliminating spurious and allowing good phase noise 

performance. The modulation type of Gaussian FSK is used to obtain high spectral efficiency of modulated waveform. 

The applications of this transmitter in low cost wireless data transfer, security systems, RF remote controls and 

wireless metering. 
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1. Introduction: 
 

   The use of wireless products has been rapidly 
increasing the last few years, and there has been 

world wide development of new systems to meet 

the needs of this growing market. Characteristics 

such as low power operation, small size, and low 
cost have become the dominant design criteria by 

which these systems are judged. As a result, new 

circuit techniques have been sought to allow 
increased integration of radio transmitters and 

receivers, along with new radio architectures that 

take advantage of such techniques. Radio 
transmitters revolve around a common goal—a 

low frequency modulation signal must be 

translated to a desired RF band. Since the advent 

of the superheterodyne design by Armstrong 
(which dates back to 1918 [1]), the majority of 

high performance, narrowband transmitters have 

accomplished this frequency translation using 
mixers and an intermediate frequency (IF) region 

of operation to perform highly-selective filtering. 

While such an approach offers excellent radio 
performance (low spurious noise for transmitters), 

it carries with it a high cost of implementation in 

light of efforts to integrate radio architectures. 

Specifically, this approach is impeded by the 
inability to integrate the high-Q, low-noise, low-

distortion bandpass filters required at IF 

frequencies (often on the order of 70 to 100 MHz 
for 900 MHz systems). For the above reasons, 

research into non-heterodyne architectures has 

taken place over the last few years in response to 
the growing demand for portable communication 

devices. Indeed, the use of direct carrier 

modulation has now become widespread in a 

transmitter [1], which allows the channel shaping 
filters to be implemented at baseband and thus be 

integrated. 
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 2. Modulator Architectures: 
 

     Of the new designs, the one that appears most 

promising in terms of power consumption 
involves the direct modulation of a VCO.     

Figure (1) displays the basic operations that are 

used to perform frequency translation in the above 
designs. The prevalent method, shown in part (a), 

is to use a mixer to multiply the modulation signal 

by a periodic waveform produced by a voltage 
controlled oscillator (VCO) whose frequency is 

precisely set through the action of a frequency 

synthesizer. In the case of direct conversion, the 

modulation waveform is an analog signal 
composed of I and Q channels which are directly 

translated from baseband to the desired RF 

frequency and then added together. The 
superheterodyne approach uses at least two stages 

of mixers to accomplish the frequency translation 

so that an intermediate filtering stage can be 

employed. As discussed above, the direct 
conversion method is preferred to achieve high 

integration. However, it should be noted that this 

method requires two mixers and D/A converters 
to accommodate the I and Q channels. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Two Current Approaches of Modulation 

Upconversion:  (a) Mixer Based,  

(b) Direct Modulation of VCO. 

 

     The removal of all mixers can be accomplished 

by using the VCO to perform the required 

frequency translation. As illustrated in part (b) of 
the figure, the translation is accomplished by 

injecting the baseband, analog modulation signal 

into the input of the VCO after the frequency 
synthesizer has guided the VCO output to the 

desired carrier frequency. Phase and/or frequency 

modulation of a frequency synthesizer is 
accomplished by varying its divide value 

according to input data. A simple method of 

performing this task is shown in Figure 2. Binary 

input data selects the divide ratio to be either N or 
N +1 depending on whether the input is 0 or 1, 

and N is chosen to achieve the desired carrier 

frequency. The output frequency settles to        
Fout= NFref, so that binary frequency shift 

keying (FSK) modulation is produced as N is 

varied. In the figure, the resulting output spectrum 

is illustrated under the assumption that Fref = 20 
MHz and that N = 90. The carrier frequency is 

seen to be 1.81 GHz, and the modulation 

frequency deviation equals Fref. Unfortunately, 
the FSK modulation method depicted in Figure 

(2) is not practical for most applications due to its 

inefficient use of spectrum. The spectral 

efficiency is greatly improved if a smooth 
transition is made during frequency transitions 

and the modulation deviation is optimized. 

 
Fig. 2. Direct Modulation of a Frequency 

Synthesizer. 

 

     Figure 3 illustrates a fractional-N modulator 
that achieves high spectral efficiency by using a 

digital transmit filter to obtain smooth transitions 

in the modulation data, and a digital Σ-Δ 
modulator to dither the divide value according to 

the resulting modulation sequence [2]. 

 

 
Fig. 3. A Spectrally Efficient, Fractional-N 

Modulator. 

 
      Gaussian Frequency Shift Keying, or GFSK, 

represents a filtered form of frequency shift 

keying. The data to be modulated to RF is 

prefiltered digitally using a finite impulse 
response filter (FIR). The filtered data is then used 

to modulate the sigma-delta fractional-N to 

generate spectrally-efficient FSK. 
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      FSK consists of a series of sharp transitions in 
frequency as the data is switched from one level 

to another. The sharp switching generates higher 

frequency components at the output, resulting in a 
wider output spectrum. With GaussianFSK, the 

sharp transitions are replaced with up to 128 

smaller steps. The result is a gradual change in 

frequency. As a result, the higher frequency 
components are reduced and the spectrum 

occupied is reduced significantly. GFSK does 

require some additional design work as the data is 
only sampled once per bit, and so the choice of 

crystal is important to ensure the correct sampling 

clock is generated.  

 
 

3. Sigma Delta Modulation: 
 

      This method will be used to implement 

fractional N synthesizer in this system to 

eliminate the fractional spurs. The accumulator 
used to control the modulus of the prescaler can 

be viewed as the digital counter part of a first-

order analog Σ∆-modulator. The carry of 
Accumulator changes the prescalar from N to N+1 

for one cycle  Figure (4) shows the accumulator, 

i.e. an adder with a one clock cycle delay in the 
feedback path, with the corresponding signals. 

The frequency control word is fed into the A 

input, and added to the B input to produce a sum 

output Σ. When the adder overflows, the carry out 
bit c is set[3].  

 

 
Fig.4. The Digital Accumulator with the 

Corresponding Input and Output Signals. 

 

      Let us denote the frequency control signal fed 

to input A by xi, and carry output c of the 

accumulator by yi. When an overflow occurs, the 
contents of the accumulator are ―flipped over‖, 

which can be viewed as subtracting the full scale 

of the accumulator from its contents. 
    The output of the accumulator at an arbitrary 

time is the sum of its input at that time and its 

contents one clock period earlier. If an overflow 

occurs, the full scale of the accumulator is 
subtracted. The output can thus be expressed as 

Σi = xi + Σi-1 – yi                                           …(3.1) 

yi = xi + Σi-1 – Σi                                           …(3.2) 
yi = xi – (Σi – Σi-1)                                         …(3.3) 
     The z-transform of equation (3-3) is 

Y(z) = X(z) -  Σ(z) (1 – z
-1
)                         …(3.4) 

     Let us now look at the signal flow diagram of a 
first-order analog Σ∆-modulator shown in Figure 

(5). The input is again denoted by x, and the 

output by y. The operation performed in the 
dashed box is the quantization, and e denotes the 

quantization error. 

 
Fig. 5. The Signal Flow Diagram of a First-

Order Analog Σ∆-Modulator. 

 

      The above modulator is described by the 

following equations: 
wi  = wi-1  + xi-1  - yi-1                                    

…(3.5) 

yi = wi + ei                                                   …(3.6)  

     Combining these two, we get 
yi – ei = yi-1 – ei-1 + xi-1 –yi-1                          …(3.7) 

yi = xi-1 + ei – ei-1                                         …(3.8)       

      The z-transformation of Equation (3.8) is 
Y(z) = z

-1
 X(z) + E(z) (1- z

-1
)                      …(3.9) 

     Comparing Equation (3.9) with Equation (3.4) 

shows great similarity. Ignoring the latency of one 
clock period in the signal path of the analog Σ∆-

modulator, and treating the contents of the digital 

accumulator as the negative of the quantization 

error, the equations are identical. The signal in the 
Σ∆-output of the accumulator, however, is no 

longer at DC, although it is periodical. Now, this 

signal can be fed into the input of another 
accumulator, whose output will be much less 

periodic than the output of the first accumulator. 

The first accumulator carry changes the division 

ratio of the Divider from N to N+1 for one cycle. 
The output is digitally integrated by the second 

accumulator and its carry output changes the 

division ratio to N+1 and then N-1 on the next 
clock cycle. Combining the c outputs of the two 

accumulators in a suitable way (see figure 6), the 

quantization noise of the first accumulator can be 
canceled [4]. 

 

+ 

- 

∑1 

∑2 
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Fig. 6. The Block Diagram of a Second-

Order MASH Modulator.  

 

     As shown in Equations (3.1) to (3.4), the 

output of the first accumulator is 
Y1(z) = X(z) – Σ1(z) (1 –  z

-1
)                    …(3.10) 

     Feeding the Σ -output of the first accumulator 

into the input of the second one, the output of the 
second accumulator is 

Y2(z) = Σ1(z) – Σ2(z) (1 – z
-1

)                     

…(3.11) 

     Combining the outputs of the accumulators as 
shown in Figure 6, we get the following as the 

output of the entire modulator: 

Y(z) = Y1(z) + Y2(z) – Y2(z) z
-1                         

…(3.12) 
Y(z) = Y1(z) + Y2(z) (1 – z

-1
)                    …(3.13) 

Y(z) = X(z) - Σ1(z) (1 –  z
-1
)+ Σ1(z) (1 –  z

-1
) - 

Σ2(z) (1 – z
-1
)                                             …(3.14) 

Y(z) = X(z) - Σ2(z) (1 – z
-1

)
2
                      …(3.15) 

     As Equation (3.15) shows, the quantization 

noise of the first accumulator cancels out. This 

greatly improves the spurious performance of the 
modulator, since the first accumulator is the one 

with the more periodical output. Also, as Equation 

(3.15) shows, the noise transfer function is now a 
second-order high pass function. Thus, the signal 

to noise ratio at low frequencies is higher than in a 

first-order modulator. This concept, called the 
cascaded modulator or the MASH modulator, 

MASH modulators of any order are 

unconditionally stable if individual modulators 

comprising the MASH are stable. In this case, the 
individual modulators are first-order ones, and 

thus always stable. Hence, the order of the MASH 

modulator can be increased at will without 
causing any stability problems. 

  

 

4. System Design:  
 

     Based on theoretical analysis shown in sections 
two and three, a GaussianFSK transmitter in UHF 

band by direct modulation of ΣΔ modulator 

fractional-N synthesizer will be designed for the 
following requirements : 

 Frequency range:869.9 MHz– 900.4 MHz 

 Channel spacing:500kHz 

 Data rate:150kb/s  

 Frequency deviation : 300kHz 

 Phase noise:less than -84dbc/Hz@10 kHz 

     The sigma delta modulator will be used to 

implement the system since it has the following 
properties: 

 Eliminating spurious digitally. 

 Allowing good phase noise performance. 

    The sigma delta modulator's type in this system 

is MASH modulator  contains three stages of  

accumulator. The GFSK is selected to provide 
high spectral efficiency. The frequency deviation 

is set by the following equation [7]: 

Freq. deviation = (Fcrystal * 2
m
)/(R * 2

14
) 

Where R represents reference division, Fcrystal 

represents crystal frequency and m represents 

modulation control. Figure (7) shows the 
schematic diagram of the system. ADF7012 chip 

contains reference divider, MASH modulator, and 

phase frequency detector.   

     The loop filter is a passive 3rd order filter 
which is selected in the system because it has the 

following properties 

 The least complex loop filter. 

 Smallest resistor thermal noise. 

 Maximum resistance to variation of VCO gain 

& PFD gain. 
For this system, R1= 1.84k, R2=3.77k, C1= 35.5 

PF, C2= 483 PF and C3 = 11.2 PF. 

 

CPout
3

VCO in
18

Osc 2
9

Notes:

  1. Indicative schematic only

  2. All power supply connections not shown

  3. Bypass capacitors and bias resistors

      not shown

  4. For full details see device data sheet
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Fig. 7. Schematic Diagram of the System. 
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5. Results of Simulation: 
 

     A system is simulated by ADI SRDLsim 

version 1 software & we obtain the following 
results: 

1. Single frequency simulation of transmitter: 

Figure (8) shows block diagram of test 
configration for the transmitter: 

Device
Under
Test

Spectrum
Analyzer

Modulation
Domain
Analyzer

Antenna

Terminal

Test Configuration - Conducted Power

 
 

Fig. 8. Block Diagram of Test Configuration. 
 

     From this test , the following results of single 
frequency 900MHz and span 1MHz of spectrum 

analyzer are obtained and shown in figures (9) 

and (10). 
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Fig.9. Spectrum Analysis of Single  

Frequency 900 MHz Transmitter with Span 

1MHz. 
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Fig.10. Modulation Domain Analysis of GFSK 

Transmitter at Frequency 900 MHz.   

2. Phase noise: it is the most critical parameter 
which describes short term frequency 

instability include fluctuations in signal
’
s phase 

or frequency that less than 1sec. This is shown 
in figure (11). 
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  Fig.11. Phase Noise of Fractional Synthesizer. 

 

 

3. Settling time: it is defined as the time needed 

for switching the synthesizer from one 
frequency to another. The settling time of our 

synthesizer is less than 2μsec for frequency 

switching (870-890) MHz as shown in    
Figure (12). 
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Fig.12. Settling Time. 

 

                                          

6. Discussion and Conclusions:  
 

     The UHF GFSK transmitter has been presented 
by direct modulation of fractional synthesizer. 

The simulation results of this transmitter achieve 

the following specifications: 

 Frequency range:869.9 MHz–900.4 MHz 

 Channel spacing : 500kHz 

 Data rate :  150kb/s  

 Frequency deviation : 300kHz 

 Phase noise:less than -84dbc/Hz @10 kHz 
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     The system is proposed in this research that 
allows fractional-N frequency synthesizers to be 

directly modulated at low data rates while 

simultaneously achieving good noise 
performance. The technique allows digital 

phase/frequency modulation to be achieved 

without mixers or D/A converters in the 

modulation path. The resulting transmitter design 
is primarily digital in nature and reduced to its 

fundamental components—a frequency 

synthesizer that accurately sets the output 
frequency, and a Gaussian filter that provides 

good spectral efficiency. 

     Among various techniques, the Σ∆-modulator 

fractional-N synthesizer has been selected to 
provide direct modulation of transmitter since it 

has several advantages: 

 Low feedback –divider ratio results in lower 

phase noise with fine step size. 

 Low phase noise contributions are lowered by 

20log (L), where L is the fractional modulus. 

 Larger loop B.W. results in lower lock time. 

     The direct modulation method by fractional 

synthesizer is preferred on traditional methods of 
transmission because it provides the following 

benefits: 

 Low power consumption. 

 Low cost. 

 Small size. 
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 ΣΔ مرسلة باستعمال مركب ترددات من نوع Gaussian FSKتصميم  ومحاكاة 

Modulator Fractional-N 
 

علي محمذ نوري 
جايؼت بغذاد  /كهٛت ُْذست انخٕاسصيٙ/ قسى ُْذست انًؼهٕياث ٔالاحصالاث

 

 

 

الخلاصة 
( ΣΔ modulator fractional-N يشسهت باسخؼًال يشكب حشدداث يٍ َٕع GaussianFSK انبحث انٗ حصًٛى ٔيحاكاة ٚٓذف

يذٖ انفصم بٍٛ انقُٕاث  ،(150kb/s)يٛكا ْشحض، َسبت حذفق انًؼهٕياث  ( 900.4 – 869.9) يذٖ انخشدداث انخاسجت: ٔبانًٕاصفاث انخانٛت

(500kHz)،  حقُٛاث انذٔائش .  ْشحض يٍ انخشدد انخاسج10000دٚسبٛم ػُذ  (85-)ياٚكشٔ ثاَٛت ٔيسخٕٖ ضٕضاء طٕس٘  1صيٍ ححٕٚم

خٕاص يثم قهت اسخبذاد انقذسة، صغش انحجى ٔ قهت  .انحذٚثت ساًْج بشكم فاػم فٙ صٚادة انخكايم نهًشسلاث ٔانًسخهًاث لاشاساث انشادٕٚ

اٌ انخضًٍٛ انًباشش بٕاسطت يشكب انخشدداث يٍ . انكهفت ْٙ انخٙ حؼخبش انًقٛاط انخاص بانخصًٛى ٔانخٙ يٍ خلانٓا ٚخى انحكى ػهٗ اداء انُظاو

 ٔرنك لاٌ ْزِ انطشٚقت حؤيٍ انخٕاص انخٙ َحخاجٓا يثم قهت اسخبذاد انقذسة ٔصغش  حى اقخشاحّ فٙ ْزا انبحثΣΔ( Fractional - N)َٕع 

فٙ دٔسة قفم انطٕس انشقًٙ نهسٛطشة ػهٗ انقًٛت انكسشٚت نًقسى انخشدد ٔبٕاسطخّ ٚخى   ٔضؼجΣΔػًهٛت انخضًٍٛ يٍ َٕع  . انحجى ٔقهت انكهفت

انز٘ حى اسخخذايّ نهحصٕل ػهٗ  (Gaussian FSK)َٕع انخضًٍٛ . اصانت انطفٛهٛاث يغ  يسخٕٖ طفٛهٛاث اقم ٔيسخٕٖ ضٕضاء طٕس٘ جٛذ

انسٛطشة ػٍ بؼذ ، اَظًت الاياٌ، اٌ انخطبٛقاث نٓزِ انًشسهت ْٙ قهت كهفت َقم انًؼهٕياث انلاسهكٙ. كفاءة طٛفٛت ػانٛت فٙ الاشاسة انًضًُت

 .ٔانؼذاد انلاسهكٙ (RF)بٕاسطت اشاساث 

 

 

 

 


